Fiscal Year 2011 Top 100 Federal Small Business Contractors:

- **LARGE BUSINESS**
- **SMALL BUSINESS**
- **ANOMALY**

We looked at the federal government’s FY 2011 procurement data and found that, of the top 100 companies receiving the highest dollar amount in federal small business contracts, 72 were large companies that significantly exceeded the SBA's small business size standards, 4 were anomalous, and 24 were legitimate small businesses.

- Total $ value of federal small business contracts, Top 100 federal small business contractors: $21,146,387,817.00
- Total $ value of federal small business contracts awarded to large companies among the Top 100: $16,399,067,003.00

Top 100 (Highest Total $) Recipients of Federal Small Business Contracts, FY 2008-2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>NUMBER OF BUSINESSES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>LARGE BUSINESSES: 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>LARGE BUSINESSES: 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>LARGE BUSINESSES: 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>LARGE BUSINESSES: 24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*includes 4 anomalies

DO THESE SOUND LIKE SMALL BUSINESSES TO YOU?

**Large Companies receiving federal small business contracts in FY 2011 include:**

**FY 2011 Large Businesses among the Top 100 Federal Small Business Contractors:**

We looked at the federal government’s FY 2011 procurement data and found that, of the top 100 companies receiving the highest dollar amount in federal small business contracts, 72 were large companies that significantly exceeded the SBA’s small business size standards, 4 were anomalous, and 24 were legitimate small businesses.

Large corporations that received federal small business contracts in FY 2011 include: Lockheed Martin, Boeing, General Dynamics, Rolls-Royce, British Aerospace, AT&T, SAIC, CVR Energy, Spectrum Group, Blue Cross and Blue Shield, Rockwell Collins, Harris Corporation, and many more.

This FY 2011 federal small business contractors report conducted by the ASBL shows an increase in the diversion of federal small business contracts to large corporations. In FY 2010, there were 60 large companies included in the Top 100 federal small business contractors.


**Method:**

Many companies receive contracts as both large and small businesses. If a company received small business contracts in violation of the SBA’s size standards, it was included in our list. The Small Business Act defines a small business as one that is “independently owned,” so publicly traded firms are also disqualified from eligibility as a small business in ASBL research. Anomalous entries are highlighted in red and accompanied with an explanation.

**Statistics from the Research:**

- 72 of the Top 100 are large firms with 4 firms as anomalies = 76%
- Dollar Total of Top 100 = $21,146,387,817.00
- Dollar Total of 72 Large Firms and 4 anomaly firms = $16,399,067,003.00
- Percent of Dollar Total to Large Firms = 77.55%
- 8 of the Top 10 are large firms with 1 anomaly = 80%
- Dollar total of Top 10 = $9,335,028,811
- Dollar total of 8 Large firms including anomaly = $7,220,426,142.00
- Percent of dollars in Top 10 going to large firms = 77.3%

**Conclusion:**

This most recent report from the ASBL is strong evidence that large companies are the fraudulent recipients of the majority of federal small business contracts every year. The ASBL strongly recommends renewed oversight and monitoring of federal small business programs.
Full Report:

**#1 - Sopacko, Inc. – DUNS 52946894 – ($2,910,769,038.00 in small business contracts in FY 2011).**
A firm based in Mullins, South Carolina, with 114 employees and $50 million annual revenue. Sopacko Inc. received small business contracts under NAICS code 333999, which has a size standard of 500 employees.

Subsidiary of **Unaka Company, Inc. – DUNS 003374477**, a company with 600 employees and at least $45 million annual revenue. (FPDS reports Unaka having 0 employees, $0 annual revenue.) Unaka Company has at least 3 subsidiaries and received $2.91 billion in federal contracts in FY 2011.

**#3 – Sunshine Minting – DUNS 824657969 - ($1,230,091,413)**
A firm based in Coeur D Alene, Louisiana, with 230 employees and $15,000,000 reported annual revenue. Sunshine Minting received small business contracts under NAICS code 423940, which has a size standard of 100 employees. The firm is not registered in ORCA under their DUNS #.

**#4 – Atlantic Diving Supply, Inc. – DUNS 027079776 – ($1,052,432,192)**
A firm based in Virginia Beach, Virginia, with 425 employees and $968 million annual revenue. Atlantic Diving Supply Inc. received a $320,816,536 small business contract under NAICS code 423850, which has a size standard of 100 employees. This firm is certified as a small business in ORCA under NAICS codes 423850 and 423910, which have an employee size standard of 100 employees. Atlantic Diving Supply is also receiving small business contracts for actions such as “BPA for Ballistic Helmets” under NAICS code 453998 ("All Other Miscellaneous Store Retailers Except Tobacco Stores"), which has a size standard of $7 million in annual revenue.

**#5 – Aegis Mission Essential Personnel Limited Liability Company - DUNS 142423990 – ($669, 249,137.00)**
A firm based in Columbus, Ohio, with over 1900 employees and more than $350 million in annual revenue. Has been awarded small business set-aside contracts under NAICS code 541930 for Translation and Interpretation Services, which has a size standard of $7 million annual revenue, by claiming to have 120 employees and $5 million in annual revenue, according to FPDS-NG.

**#6 – Sierra Nevada Corporation – DUNS 094373495 - ($396,807,294)**
A firm based in Sparks, Nevada with over 1800 employees and $937,973,411 in annual revenue. Sierra Nevada Corporation received small business contracts under NAICS codes such as 336413 for “Other Aircraft Parts and Auxiliary Equipment Manufacturing”, which has a 1000 employee size standard.
#7 – Rosoboronexport FGUP - ($ 377,499,442)
The federal state unitary enterprise of Russia, Rosoboronexport is a Russian defense firm that was “created with the aim of enhancing the effectiveness of military-technical cooperation between the Russia Federation and foreign states.” (Interfax 4 Nov 00). According to Hoovers, Rosoboron Export – DUNS 365987655 – has 2,500 employees and $423.97 million in annual revenue. This firm is an anomaly in the ASBL’s FY 2011 data because it is unclear whether or not its contracts were for small or large businesses.

#8 – Microtechnologies LLC – DUNS 145454182 - ($ 296,188,364)
A firm based in Vienna, Virginia, with 425 employees and $132 million annual revenue. Microtechnologies LLC received small business contracts under NAICS code 541519, which has a size standard of $25 million in annual revenue.

#10 – Immixtechnology Inc. – DUNS 098692374 - ($ 267,389,262)
A firm based in McLean, Virginia with 182 employees and $36,001,856 annual revenue. The majority of Immixtechnology’s small business contracts across various agencies fall under NAICS codes 541519 and 541512 with a small business size standard of $25 million in annual revenue or under NAICS 423430 with a small business size standard of 100 employees. The company is certified as a small business in ORCA for these NAICS codes.

Subsidiary of ImmixGroup, Inc. – DUNS 159803972, which has annual revenue of $403 million. ImmixGroup Inc. has at least 4 subsidiaries and received $412,183,973 in federal contracts in FY 2011.

A firm based in Warminster, Pennsylvania, with 328 employees and $63 million in annual revenue. NavMar has been awarded small business set-asides under NAICS code 541330, which has a $4.5 million annual revenue size standard, and also is awarded Other than Small business contracts under the Non-Existent NAICS code 541710.

#12 – World Wide Technology Inc. – DUNS 614948396 – ($ 249,171,725)
A firm based in Maryland Heights, Missouri, with 1,525 employees and $2.14 billion annual revenue. World Wide Technology Inc. received small business contracts under NAICS code 423430, which has a size standard of 100 employees, and NAICS code 541519, which has a $25 million annual revenue size standard.

Subsidiary of World Wide Technology Holding – DUNS 131784451, a company with over 1,700 employees and over $4 billion in annual revenue. World Wide Technology Holding has two subsidiaries and received $463,423,949 in federal contracts in FY 2011.

#14 – Metro Machine Corp. – DUNS 057917536 - ($237,546,269)
A firm based in Norfolk, Virginia, with 4,000 employees and $125,162,789 in annual revenue. Metro Machine Corp. received small business contracts under NAICS code 336611, which has a size standard of 1000 employees.
Subsidiary of **General Dynamics Corporation – DUNS 001381284** – which has 81,000 employees and at least $2.147 billion in annual revenue. General Dynamics Corporation has at least 100 subsidiaries and received $18,324,844,111 in federal contracts in FY 2011.

**#15 – Mythics, Inc. – DUNS 013358002 – ($236,836,336)**
A firm based in Virginia Beach, Virginia, with at least 124 employees and $250 million annual revenue. Mythics Inc. received small business contracts under NAICS code 443120, which has a size standard of $9 million annual revenue. Mythics is certified in ORCA as a small business for NAICS 443120, but not certified in ORCA under NAICS 541519 for its $25 million size standard.

A firm based in Santa Monica, California, with 22 employees, $2.14 billion annual revenue. Precious A-Mark Metals was awarded contracts under NAICS code 423940, which has a small business size standard of 100 employees. This company is also not listed in ORCA.

Subsidiary of **Spectrum Group International, Inc., DUNS 806664475**, a publicly traded Fortune 500 company with at least 12 subsidiaries and revenue of over $6 billion annually.

**#17 – AeroVironment, Inc. – DUNS 058024456 – ($231,406,615 in FY 2011)**
A large publicly-traded firm based in Monrovia, California with over 730 employees and over $230 million in annual revenue. AeroVironment received small business contracts under NAICS code 336411, which has a size standard of 1500 employees.

An Alaska Native Claims (ANC) firm based in Dulles, Virginia, with 227 employees and over $303 million in annual revenue. Received small business contracts under NAICS code 622110, which has a size standard of $34.5 million annual revenue.

Subsidiary of **The Eyak Corporation - DUNS 006019640**, also an ANC with over 500 employees and more than $250 million in annual revenue. Eyak Corp. has at least 7 subsidiaries, and received $233,536,074 in federal contracts in FY 2011. Eyak Corporation was suspended from contracting in November 2010 for being used as a pass-through for GTSI.

**#19 – Petro Star, Inc. – DUNS 131463705 – ($218,048,209)**
An ANC firm based in Anchorage, Alaska, with 319 employees, more than $777 million annual revenue. Petro Star, Inc. received small business contract set-asides under NAICS code 324110, which has a size standard of 1500 employees.
Subsidiary of Arctic Slope Regional Corporation – DUNS 076637073, an ANC with 6,598 employees and over $974 million annual revenue. Arctic Slope has at least 27 subsidiaries and received $763,479,771 in federal contracts in FY 2011.

#20 – Caprock Government Solutions, Inc – DUNS 627785884 – ($209,980,475)
A firm based in Fairfax, Virginia with 16,000 employees and $2.147 billion in annual revenue. Caprock received small business contracts under NAICS code 517410, which has a size standard of $15 million in annual revenue.

Subsidiary of GE HARRIS ENERGY CONTROL SYS – DUNS 004203337, a holding company of the Harris Corporation which has over 17,000 employees and over $1.87 billion in annual revenue. Harris Corporation has at least 18 subsidiaries and received $1,861,570,398 in federal contracts in FY 2011.

#23 – Military Produce Group, Inc. – DUNS 161010215 - ($205,680,214)
A firm based in Norfolk, Virginia with 137 employees, $209 million annual revenue. Military Produce Group received small business contract set-asides under NAICS code 445230, which has a size standard of $7 million in annual revenue. According to FPDS, Military Produce Group only has 10 employees and $38 million annual revenue.

#24 – Intelligent Software Solutions, Inc. – DUNS 963519939 – ($186,371,930)
A firm based in Colorado Springs, Colorado with over 522 employees and more than $86 million annual revenue. ISS Inc, received small business contract set-asides under NAICS code 541712, which has a size standard of 500 employees for “Research and Development in the Physical, Engineering, and Life Sciences (except Biotechnology)”. The contracts awarded from the Air Force are all under NAICS 541712, when the contracts are IT centered which would be awarded under a different NAICS code, such as 541519, which has a size standard of 100 employees.

#25 – Telecommunication Systems, Inc – 196970503 – ($181,087,308)
A firm based in Annapolis, Maryland, with 1,318 employees, $459 million annual revenue. Telecommunication Systems received small business contracts under NAICS codes 334220, which has a size standard of 750 employees.

#26 – Telos Corporation – DUNS 056280621 – ($168,435,117)
A large publicly traded firm based in Ashburn, Virginia, with 630 employees and $226 million in annual revenue. Telos Corp. received small business contracts under NAICS size standards of 1500 and 1000 employees. Telos is listed as TLSRP on the NASDAQ.

#27 – Actionet, Inc. – DUNS 011443269 – ($163,639,510)
A firm based in Vienna, Virginia. The reported number of employees is inconsistent when compared between government and third-party databases, as well as the company’s own webpage. Actionet is listed on its own company webpage (under the Bio of President Ashley Chen, as having 500+ technical staff), while FPDS lists the company having between 100 and 120 employees, $6 - $12 million revenue, depending on the contract. Washington Technology shows Actionet to have over $130 million in annual revenue. Actionet received
small business contracts under NAICS code 541513, which has a size standard of $25 million annual revenue.

A firm based in Germantown, Maryland with 601 employees and $207 million annual revenue. Energy Enterprise Solutions LLC received small business contracts under NAICS code 541519, which has a size standard of $25 million annual revenue.

**#29 – Pragmatic, Inc. – DUNS 153874623 – ($154,438,284)**
A firm based in Reston, Virginia with 625 employees, $111 million annual revenue. Received small business contracts under NAICS code 541512, which has a size standard of $25 million annual revenue.

**#30 – Carahsoft Technology Corporation – DUNS 088365767 – ($146,162,182)**
A firm based in Reston, Virginia, with 180 employees and $900 million annual revenue. Carahsoft received the majority of its small business contracts under NAICS code 511210, 561611 or 443120, which have small business size standards of $25 million, $12.5 million and $9 million in annual revenue respectively.

**#31 – EOIR Technologies, Inc. – DUNS 063455190 - ($145,073,093)**
A firm based in Fredericksburg, Virginia, with 217 employees and $139 million in annual revenue. EOIR received small business contracts under NAICS code 541330, which has a size standard of $4.5 million annual revenue. The firm is not certified in ORCA as a small business for NAICS code 541330.

Subsidiary of the **White Oak Group – DUNS 785112124**, a company with 250 employees and unknown revenue. White Oak Group received $186,539,559 in federal contracts in FY 2011.

**#33 – ASRC Management Services Incorporated – DUNS 121368299 - ($142,377,764)**
An ANC firm based in Greenbelt, Maryland, with 1,083 employees and $121 million annual revenue. ASRC Management Services Incorporated received small business contracts under NAICS code 541330, which has a size standard of $4.5 million in annual revenue, and NAICS code 541712, which has a size standard of 500 employees.

Subsidiary of **Arctic Slope Regional Corporation - DUNS 076637073**, an ANC with 6,598 employees and over $974 million annual revenue. Arctic Slope has at least 27 subsidiaries and received $763,479,771 in federal contracts in FY 2011.

**#34 – Chugach Industries Incorporated – DUNS 142120745 - ($139,545,769)**
An ANC firm based in Anchorage, Alaska with 677 employees and $159 million in annual revenue. Chugach Industries received 8(a) sole-source small business contracts under NAICS code 561210, which has a size standard of $35.5 million annual revenue, and small business contracts under NAICS code 236220, which has a size standard of $33.5 million annual revenue,
Subsidiary of **Chugach Alaska Corporation, DUNS 071844021**, also an ANC with over 5,700 employees and more than $419 million in annual revenue. Chugach Alaska Corporation has at least 21 subsidiaries and received $620,200,789 in federal contracts in FY 2011.

A firm based in Warrenton, Virginia, with 5,000 employees and $700 million annual revenue. Received small business contracts under NAICS code 541512, which has a size standard of $25 million annual revenue, 8(a) set-asides under NAICS code 541519, which has a size standard of $25 million annual revenue. 8(a) graduation date was in 2010.

Subsidiary of **The Veritas Capital Fund II LP – DUNS 160610809**, which has 8,729 employees. The Veritas Capital Fund II LP is a General Dynamics company. **General Dynamics Corporation – DUNS 001381284** – has 81,000 employees and at least $2.147 billion in annual revenue. General Dynamics Corporation has at least 100 subsidiaries and received $18,324,844,111 in federal contracts in FY 2011.

**#37 – Chugach World Services, Inc. – DUNS 800205952 – ($135,962,508)**
An ANC firm based in Anchorage, Alaska, with 815 employees and $75 million annual revenue. Chugach World Services received 8(a) small business contracts under NAICS code 561210, which has a size standard of $35.5 million annual revenue, 8(a) sole-source small business contracts under NAICS code 541330, which has a size standard of $4.5 million in annual revenue, 8(a) sole-source small business contracts under NAICS code 334111, which has a size standard of 1000 employees, and 8(a) sole-source small business contracts under NAICS code 236220, which has a size standard of $33.5 million annual revenue.

Subsidiary of **Chugach Alaska Corporation – DUNS 071844021**, an ANC with 5,700 employees and more than $419 million in annual revenue. Chugach Alaska Corporation has at least 21 subsidiaries and received $620,200,789 in federal contracts in FY 2011.

**#38 – Government Acquisitions, Inc. – DUNS 603814054 - ($134,303,409)**
A firm based in Cincinnati, Ohio, with 49 employees, $165 million annual revenue.
- Receiving contracts under NAICS code 541511, which has a small business size standard of $25 million in annual revenue. Awarded contracts under NAICS codes 334111 and 334119, which are for computer manufacturing, however, according to most contracts and the firms website, they are computer hardware/software resellers. Receiving small business contracts under NAICS code 443120, which has a size standard of $9 million annual revenue. Also receiving small business 8(a) set-asides under NAICS code 443120.

**#39 - RED RIVER COMPUTER COMPANY INCORPORATED – DUNS 933678708 ($133,861,342)**
A firm based in Claremont, New Hampshire with 658 employees, $182 million annual revenue. Red River Computer Company received small business set-asides under NAICS code 541519, which has a size standard of $25 million annual revenue.

#40 - Merlin International, Inc. – DUNS 073521101 - -( $133,017,630)
A firm based in Englewood, Colorado with 100 employees, $159 million annual revenue. Received small business contracts under NAICS code 511210, which has a size standard of $25 million annual revenue, and 8(a) set-asides NAICS code 541511, which has a size standard of $25 million annual revenue.

Subsidiary of Merlin Technical Solutions – DUNS 073521101, which has 180 employees.

#41 – ASRC Research and Technology Corporation – DUNS 615335937 - ($132,377,764)
An ANC firm based in Greenbelt, Maryland, with 581 employees and $59 million in annual revenue. Received 8(a) and 8(a) sole-source small business contracts under NAICS code 541330, which has a size standard of $4.5 million annual revenue, small business contracts under NAICS code 541519, which has a size standard of $25 million annual revenue.

Subsidiary of Arctic Slope Regional Corporation - DUNS 076637073, an ANC with 6,598 employees and over $974 million annual revenue. Arctic Slope has at least 27 subsidiaries and received $763,479,771 in federal contracts in FY 2011.

#42 – Intuitive Research and Technology Corporation – DUNS 034964945 - ($128,977,778)
A firm based in Huntsville, Alabama, with 168 employees and $68 million annual revenue. Received small business contracts under NAICS code 541330, which has a size standard of $4.5 million annual revenue.

Subsidiary of Intuitive Research and Technology Corporation – DUNS 082948303, which has 202 employees.

#44 – Kipper Tool Company – DUNS 828953166 - ($126,933,364)
A firm based in Gainesville, Georgia, with 120 employees and $125 million annual revenue. Kipper Tool Company received small business contracts under NAICS code 44130, which has a size standard of $7 million annual revenue.

#45 – Datapath Incorporated (aka Rockwell Collins Satellite Communications Systems, Inc) – DUNS 015570583 - ($124,407,030)
A firm based in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, with 20,000 employees, $2.147 billion annual revenue. Datapath Inc. received small business contracts under NAICS code 334220, which has a size standard of 750 employees.
Subsidiary of Rockwell Collins Inc. – DUNS 962960589, which has 20,000 employees, $4.3 billion annual revenue. Rockwell Collins has at least 33 subsidiaries and received $1,071,119,022 in federal contracts in FY 2011.

#46 - Softmart Government Services Incorporated – DUNS 073366119 - ($122,665,529)
A firm based in Downingtown, Pennsylvania, with 200 employees and $350 million annual revenue. Received small business contracts under NAICS code 423430, which has a size standard of 100 employees, and NAICS code 511210, which has a size standard of $25 million annual revenue.

Subsidiary of Softmart, Inc. – DUNS 050383223, which has 692 employees.

#47 - Colsa Corporation – DUNS 102067378 - ($122,279,639)
A firm based in Huntsville, Alabama with 840 employees, $150 million annual revenue. Received small business set-asides under NAICS code 541712, which has a size standard of 500 employees.

#48 - Bowhead Science and Technology LLC – DUNS 625149930 - ($122,039,305)
An ANC firm based in King George, Virginia, with 507 employees and $37 million annual revenue. Received 8(a) sole source small business contracts under NAICS code 541330, which has a size standard of $4.5 million annual revenue.

Subsidiary of the Ukpeagvik Inupiat Corporation (UIC) – DUNS 079253902, an ANC which has over 1,700 employees and more than $314 million annual revenue. UIC has at least 22 subsidiaries and received at least $144 million in federal contracts in FY 2011.

#49 - Neany, Inc. – DUNS 179328117 – ($121,445,008)
A firm based in Hollywood, Maryland, with 150 employees and $97 million annual revenue. Received 8(a) sole-source contracts under NAICS code 541330, which has a size standard of $4.5 million.

#50 - TKC Integration Services Limited Liability Company (aka Affigent, LLC) – DUNS 141089040 - ($120,231,360)
An ANC firm based in Herndon, Virginia, with 77 employees, $151 million annual revenue. Received small business set-aside contracts under NAICS code 541519, which has a size standard of $25 million annual revenue.

Subsidiary of Nana Regional Corporation – DUNS 079253761, which has 9,000 employees and $1 billion annual revenue. Nana Regional Corporation has at least 49 subsidiaries and received $755,359,719 in federal contracts in FY 2011.

#51 - Cazador Apparel, LLC – DUNS 172204948 - ($119,905,146)
An ANC firm based in Anchorage, Alaska with 70 employees and $52 million annual revenue. Received small business set-aside contracts under NAICS code 337127, which has a size standard of 500 employees, and 8(a) set-asides under NIACs code 337215, which has a size standard of 500 employees, 8(a) sole-source small business contracts under NAICS code 423210, which has a size standard of 100 employees.

Subsidiary of **Nana Regional Corporation** – **DUNS 079253761**, which has 9,000 employees and $1 billion annual revenue. Nana Regional Corporation has at least 49 subsidiaries and received $755,359,719 in federal contracts in FY 2011.

#52 – **Intelligent Decisions Incorporated** – **DUNS 618563720** – **($119,722,120)**
A firm based in Ashburn, Virginia, with 352 employees and $310 million annual revenue. Received small business contract set-asides under NAICS code 541519, which has a size standard of $25 million annual revenue.

#53 – **Deco Inc.** – **DUNS 045256000** – **($118,027,280)**
A firm based in Champlin, Minnesota, with over 2,250 employees and over $63 million annual revenue. Received small business contracts under NAICS code 561612, which has a size standard of $18.5 million annual revenue.

#55 – **STG, Inc.** – **DUNS 780414652** – **($116,124,873)**
A firm based in Reston, Virginia, with 1,308 employees and $190 million annual revenue. STG, Inc. received small business contracts under NAICS code 541511, which has a size standard of $25 million annual revenue, and NAICS code 541611, which has a size standard of $7 million annual revenue.

A firm based in Kenner, Louisiana, with 25 employees, $19 million annual revenue. Received small business HUBZone set-asides under NAICS code 237990, which has a size standard of $33.5 million annual revenue. (Buck Town Contractors actually received $57 million in small business contracts in FY 2011, which was double reported as $57 million from Army and $57 million to Army Corps. Of Engineers, therefore over-counting the government’s federal small business procurement by $57 million.)

#58 – **Digital Management Inc.** – **DUNS 113512359** – **($111,114,822)**
A firm based in Bethesda, Maryland with 400+ employees and $57.2 million annual revenue. Digital Management Inc. received 8(a) small business contracts under NAICS code 541511, which has a size standard of $25 million annual revenue.

#59 – **VSE Corporation** – **DUNS 049997380** - **($111,005,065)**
A firm based in Alexandria, Virginia, with 1,700 employees and $750 million annual revenue. VSE Corp. received small business set-aside contracts under NAICS code 336611, which has a size standard of 1000 employees, and NAICS code 336413, which has a size standard of 1000 employees.

#61 – **Niche, Inc.** – **DUNS 120674106** – **($109,710,090)**
A firm based in New Bedford, Massachusetts, with 600 employees, $38.5 million annual revenue. Received small business contracts under NAICS code 314999, which has a size standard of 500 employees.

A generic DUNS number and category with no specific information on which companies are being awarded contracts under this heading. The use of Generic DUNS numbers reduces the transparency of federal data and makes it more difficult for federal investigators and watchdog organizations to investigate fraud in contracting.

**#63 – SGT Incorporated – DUNS 878901396 – ($109,222,008)**  
A firm based in Greenbelt, Maryland, with 1,550 employees and $332 million annual revenue. SGT Inc. received small business set-aside contracts under NAICS code 541710, a non-existent NAICS code for “Research and Development in the Physical, Engineering, and Life Sciences”, which might correspond to NAICS code 541712, which has a size standard of 500 employees.

A firm based in Crofton, Maryland, with 310 employees, $289 million annual revenue. Force 3 received the bulk of its small business contracts under NAICS code under 334111 for Electronic Computer Manufacturing, which has a small business size standard of 1000 employees. However, these contracts are for supplying Cisco products, which would fall under a computer reseller size standard of 100 employees or 150 employees, for which this firm would not be a small business. Some of the contracts were awarded as small business set-asides, including 8(a) set-asides for which the firm is not a certified 8(a) firm.

**#66 – GTSI Corp – DUNS 107939357 – ($107,960,753)**  
A large publicly traded firm based in Herndon, Virginia, with 560 employees and $749 million annual revenue. GTSI Corp. received small business contracts under NAICS code 443120, which has a size standard of $9 million annual revenue and small business contracts under NAICS code 334111 (the NAICS code is for “Electronic Computer Manufacturing” and has a size standard of 1000 employees but the contract requirements are for Cisco products and subscription services, which would fall under a computer reseller size standard of 100 employees or 150 employees, for which this firm would not be a small business).

**#67 – Tybrin Corporation – DUNS 037305646 – ($105,849,452)**  
A firm based in Fort Walton Beach, Florida, with 11,863 employees and $1.85 billion annual revenue. Received small business set-aside contracts under NAICS code 541710, a non-existent NAICS code for “Research and Development in the Physical, Engineering, and Life Sciences”, which might correspond to NAICS code 541712, which has a size standard of 500 employees. The company is also receiving small business set-aside contracts under NAICS code 541712, which has a size standard of 500 employees.

Subsidiary of **Jacobs Engineering Group, DUNS 074103508**, a large publicly traded firm with over 38,000 employees and $10.3 billion in annual revenue. Jacobs
Engineering Group has at least 42 subsidiaries and received $1,824,848,319 in federal contracts in FY 2011.

#69 - Sword and Shield Enterprise Security Incorporated – DUNS 966833766 - ($105,169,197)
A firm based in Knoxville, Tennessee, with 38 employees and $139 million annual revenue. Received small business set-aside contracts under NAICS code 541519, which has a size standard of $25 million annual revenue.

#70 – Amtec Corporation (9102) - DUNS 884356429 – ($104,079,936)
A firm based in Janesville, Wisconsin with 984 employees and $240 million annual revenue. Receiving small business contracts under NAICS code 332995, which has a size standard of 500 employees.

Subsidiary of National Presto Industries Inc – DUNS 006196174, which has 1,053 employees. National Presto Industries has at least 2 subsidiaries and received $105 million in federal contracts in FY 2011.

A firm based in Merritt Island, Florida, with 1200 employees and $85.8 million annual revenue. Luke and Associates received the majority of its small business contract set-asides under NAICS code 621111, which has a size standard of $10 million, and received some small business contracts under NAICS code 622110, which has a size standard of $34.5 million. According to its website, the firm sponsors a major NASCAR driver. FPDS lists having 748 employees, $39.5 million annual revenue.

#72 – Presidio Networked Solutions Inc. – DUNS 154050959 – ($103,043,285)
A firm based in Greenbelt, Maryland, with 1,248 employees, $745 million annual revenue. Listed in FPDS.GOV as only having 152 employees, $117 million annual revenue. Received small business contracts under NAICS code 443120, which has a size standard of $25 million annual revenue, and NAICS code 443120, which has a size standard of $9 million annual revenue.

Subsidiary of Presidio, Inc. – DUNS 799064451, which has over 1,800 employees. Presidio Inc. has at least 7 subsidiaries and received at least $135 million in federal contracts in FY 2011.

#73 – CSI Aviation Services, Inc. – DUNS 102793460 – ($101,914,905)
A firm based in Albuquerque, New Mexico, with 25 employees, $45 million annual revenue. Received small business contracts under NAICS code 561599, which has a size standard of $7 million annual revenue.

#74 – EC America, Inc. – DUNS 017573259 – ($101,759,199)
A firm with 196 employees, $36 million annual revenue. Received small business contracts under NAICS code 611420, which has a size standard of $7 million annual revenue, NAICS
code 443120, which has a size standard of $9 million annual revenue, **even received bad contracts from the Small Business Administration**, which awarded them contracts under NAICS code 611420.

Subsidiary of **ImmixGroup Inc. – DUNS 159803972**, which has at least 200 employees and annual revenue of $403 million. ImmixGroup Inc. has at least 4 subsidiaries and received $412,183,973 in federal contracts in FY 2011.

**#75 – Goldbelt Wolf, Inc. – DUNS 806914482 – ($100,292,289)**
An ANC firm based in Alexandria, Virginia, with 108 employees, $13.4 million annual revenue. Received 8(a) sole source small business contracts under NAICS code 332995, which has a size standard of 500 employees, receiving small business contracts under NAICS code 333924, which has a size standard of 750 employees, 8(a) sole-source small business contracts under NAICS code 332999, which has a size standard of 500 employees, 8(a) sole-source small business contracts under NAICS code 315999, which has a size standard of 500 employees.

Subsidiary of **CP Leasing Inc. – DUNS 096763800**, an ANC with 600 employees, $50 million annual revenue, which is a **Subsidiary of Goldbelt, Inc.**, which has 900 employees, according to their website.

**#76 – SES Construction and Fuel Services LLC – DUNS 961830549 – ($100,133,261)**
An ANC firm based in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, with 29 employees and $5 million annual revenue. SES Construction and Fuel Services LLC received 8(a) sole-source small business contracts under NAICS code 236220, which has a size standard of $33.5 million, and small business set-asides under NAICS 237990, which has a size standard of $33.5 million annual revenue.

Subsidiary of **Bristol Bay Native Corporation** – a large ANC firm with over 1000 employees, and $1.2 billion in annual revenue. Bristol Bay Native Corp. has at least 27 subsidiaries and received $345,071,834 in federal contracts in FY 2011.

**#77 – Information Innovators, Inc. – DUNS 043669030 – ($99,382,295)**
A firm based in Springfield, Virginia, with 500 employees, $38 million annual revenue. Received SDVSB small business contract set-asides under NAICS code 541512, which has a size standard of $25 million annual revenue, NAICS code 541513, which has a size standard of $25 million annual revenue.

**#78 – Novavax, Inc. – DUNS 808837520 – ($98,520,288)**
A firm based in Rockville, Maryland, with 78 employees, $967,333 annual revenue. Novavax is publicly traded on NASDAQ. The company received small business contracts under NAICS code 32514, which has a size standard of 500 employees, and small business set-asides NAICS code 541712, which has a size standard of 500 employees (*note: 541712*...
is for “Research and Development in the Physical, Engineering, and Life Sciences except Biotechnology”, but Novavax is a biomedical/vaccine research firm.)

#79 – Alutiq International Solutions, LLC – DUNS 168378912 – ($97,855,778)
An ANC firm based in Anchorage, Alaska, with 895 employees and $315 million annual revenue. Received 8(a) sole-source small business contracts under NAICS code 561110, which has a size standard of $7 million annual revenue, NAICS code 541513, which has a size standard of $25 million annual revenue, and NAICS code 541611, which has a size standard of $7 million annual revenue.

Subsidiary of Afognak Native Corporation – DUNS 052089695, an ANC with 4,450 employees. Afognak Native Corporation has at least 31 different subsidiaries and received $523,121,031 in federal contracts in FY 2011.

#82 – American Science and Engineering, Inc. – DUNS 001767763 – ($97,373,464)
A firm with 420 employees, $164 million annual revenue. The company is publicly traded on the NASDAQ. American Science and Engineering, Inc. received small business contracts under NAICS code 811219, which has a size standard of $19 million annual revenue. The company is not registered in ORCA or CCR for NAICS code 811219.

#83 – Companion Data Services LLC – DUNS 362904331 – ($97,074,519)
A firm based in Columbia, South Carolina, with 13,000 employees and $100 million annual revenue. Companion Data Services LLC received small business contracts under NAICS code 541513, which has a size standard of $25 million annual revenue.

Subsidiary of Blue Cross and Blue Shield – DUNS 055914089, which has at least 13,000 employees and $1.65 billion in annual revenue. Blue Cross has at least 6 subsidiaries and received $434,013,466 in federal contracts in FY 2011.

#84 – CCI Group, LLC – DUNS 780078379 – ($96,023,073)
An ANC firm based in Anchorage, Alaska, with 74 employees and $56 million annual revenue. Received 8(a) sole-source small business contracts under NAICS code 236210, which has a size standard of $33.5 million annual revenue.

Subsidiary of Bristol Bay Native Corporation – DUNS 060036357, a large ANC firm with over 1000 employees, and $1.2 billion in annual revenue. Bristol Bay Native Corporation received $345,071,834 in federal contracts during FY 2011.

#85 – Space Exploration Technologies Corp. – DUNS 120406462 – ($93,043,479)
A firm based in Hawthorne, California, with 2,850 employees and $228 million annual revenue. Space Exploration Technologies Corp. received small business contracts under NAICS code 481212, which has a size standard of 1500 employees, and NAICS code 336414, which has a size standard of 1000 employees.
#86 – InfoReliance Corporation – DUNS 143147762 – ($93,001,178)
A firm based in Fairfax, Virginia, with 210 employees and $72 million annual revenue. InforReliance Corp. received some small business contracts without NAICS codes (ex: PIID: DJJ08F1681), some small business contracts under NAICS code 541511, which has a size standard of $25 million annual revenue, and even received some small business contracts FROM THE EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT, that don’t have NAICS codes. (i.e. PIID: OASINFA070004). Not registered in ORCA as a small business for any NAICS code.

#88 – Cycle Construction Company, LLC – DUNS 828348198 – ($91,762,076)
A firm based in Kenner, Louisiana, with 80 employees and $36 million annual revenue. Cycle Construction Company received small business contracts under NAICS code 237990, which has a size standard of $33.5 million annual revenue. (The company actually received $45.5 million in small business contracts in FY 2011, which was double reported as $45.5 million to Army and $45.5 million to Army Corps. Of Engineers, therefore over-counting the government’s federal small business procurement by $45.5 million.)

#95 – Earl Industries LLC – DUNS 153920269 – ($88,415,066)
A firm based in Portsmouth, Virginia, with 1,358 employees and $159 million annual revenue. Received small business contracts under NAICS code 336611, which has a size standard of 1000 employees. Not certified in ORCA under any 1000 employee size standard. While FPDS shows $159 million annual revenue, the company website reports over $200 million annual revenue.

#96 – Tri-Starr Management Services, Inc. – DUNS 137608766 – ($88,311,281)
A firm based in Fernandina Beach, Florida, with 800 employees and at least $20 million annual revenue. Received small business contracts under NAICS code 492110, which has a size standard of 1500 employees. Not registered in ORCA as a small business for any NAICS code

Subsidiary of TMSi Logistics, which has $140 million revenue, and employed at least 1500 employees in 2010. TMSi Logistics changed its name to LegacySCS in February 2012. According to the LegacySCS website, the company “utilizes a network of thousands of highly skilled and qualified ‘local’ technicians.”

#98 – Chugach Government Services Inc – DUNS 556637366 – ($88,058,113)
An ANC firm based in Anchorage, Alaska, with 1,104 employees and $240 million annual revenue. Chugach Government Services, Inc. received small business contract set-asides under NAICS code 611519, which has a size standard of $7 million annual revenue.

Subsidiary of Chugach Alaska Corporation – DUNS 071844021, an ANC with 5,700 employees and more than $419 million in annual revenue. Chugach Alaska Corporation has at least 21 subsidiaries and received $620,200,789 in federal contracts in FY 2011.
#99 - Muniz Engineering Inc. – DUNS 859145658 – ($87,509,268)
A firm based in Houston, Texas and also known as MEI Technologies, the company has 850 employees and $136 million annual revenue. The company received the majority of its small business contracts under NAICS code 541712, which has a size standard of 500 employees.